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         April 15, 2009 
Dear Jalal Samir Kumar , 
 
It is a great pleasure for us to inform you more than 100 qualified  papers are submitted for presentation at 
the 5th International Conference on Webometrics, Informetrics and Scientometrics & 10th COLLNET Meeting, 
September 13-16, 2009, Dalian, China. The authors are coming from 
18 Countries and Regions: 
Europe (10): Belgium, Estonia, Finland, France, Germany, Poland, Russia, Spain,  
The Netherlands, UK 
 Asia (6): China, India, Iran, Japan, Taiwan, Turkey 
 America (2): Canada, USA 
Furthermore, we are pleased to inform you the paper of your submitted abstract (see below) is accepted 
for oral presentation in Dalian:  
Jalal Samir Kumar, Biswas Subal Chandra, Mukhopadhyay Partha Sarathi  (India) 
Web presence of Selected Asian Countries: A Webometric Study  
 
In case you want to receive copies of the reviews, please contact the Regional Program Chair for India, Naresh 
Kumar (E-mail: collnet2009india@gmail.com).   
We kindly remind you that the final version of your paper is expected before July15th.  
Your final paper (maximum: 10 pages in total, including figures, tables and references) must be written in Word 
(.doc file). The precise paper format specifications will be made available soon on the Website 
www.wiselab.cn/collnet-dalian under “Layout Information”. The final version of the paper must be emailed to: 
dingk@dlut.edu.cn and a copy to:  kretschmer.h@onlinehome.de & collnet2009india@gmail.com" 
If you need some formal invitation letter for visa, we kindly ask you to send a copy of this letter you 
need via e-mail as soon as possible to the Organising Chair, Ding Kun (dingk@dlut.edu.cn)! Ding Kun will copy 
this on the letterhead of the Dalian University of Technology and send to your address or/and via fax. (Thus, 
please, don’t forget to write the address and the fax number on this copy you will send to Ding Kun via e-mail 
attachment!). 
Best regards. 
 
On behalf of the Program Co-Chair Liu Zeyuan and of the Organizing Chair Ding Kun (WISELAB of Dalian 
University of Technology, Dalian, China) 
Sincerely yours, 
 
Hildrun Kretschmer 
Program Chair 
